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Abstract: The news which resurfaced in 2017 regarding the potential closure of

Kuala Lumpur Performing Arts Centre (informally known as KLPac) in Sentul

West was readily presumed by most local critics as an indicator of a not-so-

positive future for theatre in Malaysia. Despite the threat, over the years KLPac

has persevered as the most active performing arts establishment which housed

3 comfortable-size theatres as well as an academy with 9 well-equipped

rehearsal spaces and studios. Hence its stubborn existence which also survived

a flash flood in 2003, should be applauded and celebrated as an optimistic

display of opportunities for theatre to blossom rather than wither. It is this

determination to exist and grow and not being torn between ‘to be or not to be’

that I intend to share in this paper. Inspired by this rather unfortunate but

inspiring incident, I will try to highlight the means and ways theatre is currently

kept alive and could keep on living on contemporary Malaysian stage. My report

which is mainly sourced from contemporaneous observation shall function like a

Renaissance playbill promoting an upcoming play at noon, enticing citizens from

different walks of life to stop whatever they are doing and march en masse

towards the playhouses to seek momentarily pleasure of theatrical

entertainment.
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